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ABSTRACT 
 
 

      Marine Hydrokinetic (MHK) Power involves using the power of moving water to 
create clean, renewable energy. The primary structure of MHK energy devices are most 
commonly constructed using epoxy glass composite materials. Unstressed epoxy glass 
composites absorb moisture when subjected to a humid environment; this moisture 
absorption leads to degradation of mechanical properties of the composite. This 
phenomenon is relatively well documented and understood.  However, under most 
operating conditions the structure will be under some combination of externally applied 
stresses. The objective of this study is to characterize the effects of externally applied 
stresses on the moisture diffusion parameters of epoxy glass laminates, and how these 
changes ultimately influence mechanical properties. 
     A model is proposed which relates externally applied tensile stresses to changes in 
absorption capacity as well as diffusion rate.  The model postulates that changes seen in 
the diffusion process are the result of stress-dependent changes in the free volume of the 
epoxy resin. The free volume changes of the resin are calculated through laminate plate 
theory; the free volume change becomes a function of fiber angle as well as a host of 
elastic properties of the constituents.  Consequently, according to the proposed model, 
changes in diffusion parameters are dependent upon the magnitude of applied stress, the 
loading angle, as well as elastic properties of the constituents.  
     In order to experimentally test the proposed model, a series of epoxy glass 
laminate samples were manufactured at varying fiber angles and submerged in a moist 
environment while subjected to varying levels of tensile loading. Weight gain 
measurements we recorded throughout the diffusion process until full saturation was 
achieved. The experimental values exhibited excellent agreement with the novel 
theoretical model.
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INTRODUCTION 

Fiber Composites 

 Historically homogenous materials, such as metal and stone, have been the 

primary material used in any number of applications, so much so that you see historical 

periods which are named after these materials. Over the past half century this has been 

changing as many technological breakthroughs in material sciences have allowed 

composite materials to emerge as a perfectly viable alternative in many applications.  

A composite material is formed by combining two or more dissimilar materials to 

form a new material.  As an example, concrete is formed when rocks are combined with 

cement.  Both the rock and the cement dictate the resulting material and physical 

properties of the concrete, which are inherently two very different materials.  Most 

commonly, composites are made by combining strong fibers and a binding material.  

Carefully selecting the constituents, as well as altering the angle of the fibers and volume 

fraction can alter the physical and mechanical properties of the final composite.  As a 

result, modern composites are frequently tailored for specific applications, and are being 

used in an ever-increasing number of roles in industry [1]. 

Today, composites are widely used across the aerospace, automotive and energy 

industries. Take the aerospace industry for example; prior to the 1950s aircraft were 

constructed entirely out of metal, though around this same time period fiberglass had 

been finding uses as part of boats and automobiles.  The Boeing 707 premiered as the 

first commercial aircraft to incorporate the use of composite materials, comprising nearly 

2% of the structure. Since then each generation of aircraft has seen an increase in 
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composite usage, which has now culminated in the Boeing 787 that is comprised of 50% 

composite materials, primarily carbon fiber.  This same trend of increased composite 

usage in seen across a number of industries, and is sure to continue as we develop and 

refine our understanding of composites. 

Marine Hydrokinetic Energy 

Composites have found a variety of uses is in the renewable energy industry, 

predominantly turbines for use in wind and water power.  Marine Hydrokinetic Energy 

involves harnessing moving water and converting this kinetic energy into electricity.  The 

scope of the applications for Marine Hydrokinetics is vast, ocean waves, rivers, tidal 

movements, ocean currents; essentially anywhere that there is moving water there is the 

opportunity to capture electricity, see two simple examples in Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1: (a) Axial flow tidal turbine.  (b) Oscillating wave surge converter [2] 
 

There are many parallels between the wind and water power industries, though 

the wind industry is far more established and better understood as a whole.  As a whole, 
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the MHK energy industry is where wind power was about 30 years ago.  There are many 

different purposed designs for a number of MHK devices and only a few which have 

actively been installed and are providing useable energy. 

The energy potential for the water power industry is large due the sheer amount of 

useable moving water available to us, mainly the exceptionally large and predictable tidal 

movements that occur on a daily basis, as shown in Figure 2.   

 

 

Figure 2. A map outlining the location major MHK resources in the United States 
with the most electricity generation potential [2] 

 
 
The predictability of the tidal and wave resources is most attractive about this up 

and coming resource; waves can be predicted several days in advanced, while tidal 

movements are predictable for centuries.  Because of this, MHK has the ability to provide 

continuous power, as opposed to many more variable-output resources such as wind, 

solar or rivers.  Though the viability of MHK resources are heavily dependent upon site 

selection, as a rule of thumb for water the kinetic energy held in a stream relates to the 
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cube of its flow speed.  Therefore by choosing a place where the speed is doubled, a gain 

of roughly eight times the energy potential is produced [2]. 

 The wind industry has widely utilized epoxy glass composite systems as the 

primary turbine structure for quite some time.  With the many parallels between the wind 

and MHK industries it naturally seems appropriate to consider epoxy glass composites as 

a primary structural material for underwater turbines.  Understanding what operating 

environments a Marine Hydrokinetic structure will need to endure and how to properly 

design for these kinds of environments becomes of utmost importance to long term 

viability of the industry. 

Moisture Diffusion 

Epoxy glass composite systems are the cheapest and most widely used composite 

in the renewable energy industry.  Epoxies generally are about twice as expensive as 

vinyl ester resins, and vinyl esters are about twice as expensive as polyester systems. 

Though, epoxy resins, when compared to polyester and vinyl ester systems, generally 

have much higher tensile strength capacities in both static and fatigue conditions, see 

Figure 3 [26]. Consequently, epoxies have become the preferred resin system for uses in 

the MHK industry, where strength and service life of the structures are paramount. In 

other words, paying for the higher quality obtained from using the epoxy resins pays for 

itself through the longevity of its service life. 
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Figure 3. Relative tensile strengths (left) and tensile moduli (right) of Polyester, 

Vinylester, and Epoxy resin systems, (reproduced for figure clarity) [26] 
 
 

Glass fibers are commonly the cheapest and most-readily available option.  It 

should be noted that, the relative strength of the glass fibers is lower than that of the 

stronger, lighter, and consequently much more expensive carbon fiber options. Saving 

weight, while not sacrificing strength, becomes the primary reason for switching to 

alternative fiber options. For MHK applications the weight of the structure is not a 

primary design constraint, and therefore using the glass fiber offerings yields the most 

cost effective option available.  

It is widely accepted that glass does not absorb moisture, leaving only the epoxy 

matrix material as the portion of the composite that will undergo the diffusion process.  

Once submerged for an extended period of time the epoxy glass composite will reach a 

level of maximum moisture content, and will stay at this moisture level throughout the 

remainder its submersion [4]. In order to observe this process a series of weight gain 

measurements are taken throughout the saturation process, a typical moisture uptake 

curve is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Generalized moisture uptake curve for an epoxy composite 
 

 
Composite Marine Hydrokinetic turbines operate under demanding environmental 

conditions, as they are completely submersed under water for long periods of time.  This 

introduces a number of issues related to composite material design, primarily relating to 

moisture diffusion into the composite and how this diffusion ultimately influences its 

mechanical properties.  In order to successfully design long lasting composite structures 

for use in MHK systems it is pertinent to understand the detailed relationship between 

this diffusion process and its effects on the resulting composite strength.  In general, the 

mechanical strength of an epoxy resin decreases throughout the saturation process as seen 

in Figure 5 [5]. 
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Figure 5. A chart from a study at Montana State University demonstrating the loss in 

mechanical strength experienced by a fully saturated epoxy glass composite 
 

As is clearly seen above the loss of strength due to moisture absorption is quite 

significant and could, without proper preparation, lead to failures in composite MHK 

structures.  This diffusion process has been investigated in the past and is widely known 

to be accurate [4][6][7][8]. 

Stress Effects 

As the structure in question will most certainly be subjected to a stress field, it is 

of substantial interest to explore the effects that these external stresses have on the 

diffusion process.  It is suspected that various diffusion characteristics of the composite 

will drastically change due to applied stresses.  Additionally, it is hypothesized that the 

relative magnitude at which diffusion parameters will change from the unstressed state is 

dependent on both the magnitude of applied stress and the fiber angle of the composite 

plate.  Assuming these stresses have a notable effect on moisture diffusion in a composite 
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material, it is of great importance to form a comprehensive understanding of this 

phenomenon and how it will ultimately affect the composites mechanical properties.  
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Composite Materials 

 A composite material is formed through the combination of two or more 

dissimilar materials, where each constituent material has its own discrete set of physical 

and mechanical properties. It follows that by knowing the constituent properties a 

composite material may be tailored in attempts to achieve desired physical and 

mechanical properties.  Commonly, there are a number of different composite materials 

that are classified either by the type of matrix or the type and geometry of the 

reinforcement used.  Composites classified by matrix type include: carbon/carbon 

composites, ceramic matrix composites, metal matrix composites and polymer matrix 

composites. The three primary types of reinforcements are particles, short, and fibers, 

which are illustrated Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Three primary composite reinforcements (from left to right) Particles, short, and 
unidirectional fibers 

 

 There are also a number of sub-classifications that help to further specify the type 

of composite.  Each of these sub-classifications may categorize different mechanical 

properties, manufacturing techniques used, or specific fiber arrangements.  Take fiber 
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reinforced composites as an example; the fibers may be short and randomly arranged, 

long (laid in a continuous, unidirectional fashion), or the fibers may even be made into a 

fabric weave.  There also exist hybrid composites, which combine more than one 

reinforcement type. 

Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composites 

 The most common advanced composite systems are those using polymer matrix 

compounds reinforced with continuous fibers, more commonly referred to as fiber 

reinforced polymer (FRP) composites.  FRP composites offer a greater degree of control 

over the resulting composite properties, primarily due to the reinforcing continuous fibers 

used.  The fibers not being randomly arranged, as particles or short fibers may be, allows 

the manufacturer to better control the resulting composites properties.  The fibers are 

generally stiff and strong in the direction of the fiber axis; as a result the fibers carry the 

majority of structural loads within the composite.  In contrast, the matrix material 

typically has lower mechanical properties than that of the fiber.  The matrix serves to 

keep the fibers properly aligned, distributes loads throughout the fibers, and also carries 

the majority of compressive loads, as fibers cannot tolerate compressive loading. 

 Fiber reinforced polymer composites are constituted of successive layers of thin 

laminas, commonly referred to as plies.  Each ply has its own set of mechanical 

properties, which are directly dependent upon orientation of the fibers and fiber volume.  

It follows that multi-directional stiffness in laminates is achieved through the use of 

different fiber orientations, or by using textile weaves [1].  Figure 7Figure 9 present a 

series of scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross sections of a four ply epoxy-glass 
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laminate. First, Figure 7 at a magnification of x15 displays all four plies that comprise the 

laminate, where the arrangement of the fiber bundles that make up each ply can clearly be 

seen. At x50 magnification Figure 8, provides clearer image the individual fibers. At a 

magnification of x200 Figure 9 shows how individual fibers are arranged within a fiber 

bundle.   

 

 
Figure 7. Cross section of typical [45/45]S epoxy-glass laminate. SEM x15 † 
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Figure 8. Cross section of typical [45/45]S epoxy-glass laminate. SEM x50 † 

 
 
 

 
Figure 9. Cross section of typical [45/45]S epoxy-glass laminate. SEM x200 † 

 
 
 
 
     
† Images: Montana State University, Composite Technologies Group, 2011. 
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Diffusion 

There are number of basic concepts relating to the diffusion process which need 

to be discussed in order to form a complete understanding of the mechanisms at work.  

Diffusion is a transport phenomenon that entails the movement of mass from an area of 

high concentration to an area of low concentration in ways not requiring bulk motion.  

The diffusion process is illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10. A simple diagram showing the diffusion process, note the movement of 

particles from high concentration to low concentration. 
 

For the remainder of this study the concentration term being discussed will be that 

of moisture content held within a material. Moisture content, see equation ( 1 ), manifests 

itself as a weight gain or weight loss seen in a material, most commonly represented as 

percent moisture content.  Neat epoxy resin will reach nearly 3-percent weight gain due 

to moisture diffusion. 

 

 M = M t =
Weight  of  saturated  −Weight  of  dry

Weight  of  dry   x100 ( 1 ) 
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 Equation ( 1 ) presents the formulation used in calculating the percent moisture 

content held within a system. The ‘Weight of dry’ term is the weight of a completely dry 

sample, while ‘Weight of saturated’ term is the weight of the sample after some amount 

of immersion time. Through using this relationship throughout the saturation process the 

moisture content within a system can be tracked as a function of immersion time t, 

yielding a moisture uptake curve. A material that follows Fickian diffusion principles, 

which will be discussed shortly, will all have the same shape of concentration vs. time 

curves.  These uptake curves are initially linear and after a long period of time the curves 

asymptotically approach the maximum concentration level, at which point there is no 

longer a moisture concentration gradient to further drive the diffusion process. A typical 

Fickian moisture uptake curve is shown in Figure 4. 

 When discussing fiber reinforced polymer composites, the polymer matrix 

compound constitutes the preferred moisture penetration path for water molecules, 

especially when the fiber reinforcements are impermeable. Glass fibers, for example, are 

impermeable while carbon fibers do absorb a certain amount of water, though a very 

minute amount in comparison to that of a polymer matrix.  Therefore, the water diffuses 

primarily into the polymer matrix when glass fiber reinforcements are used.  As has been 

previously stated epoxy-glass composites are the most common advanced composites, 

especially throughout the energy industry, and consequently will be the focus of this 

study. 
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Fickian Diffusion 

Adolf Fick introduced his two Fickian Laws of diffusion in 1855, throughout his 

career Fick dealt with the transport of mass through diffusive means.  Fick’s first law 

simply states that any given flux will always move from an area of high concentration to 

an area of low concentration.  Therefore, for Fickian materials mass diffusion is driven by 

concentration gradients, mathematically this formulation is seen in ( 2 ). The negative 

sign in this relationship indicates mass diffuses in a downward gradient direction, as is 

expected (i.e. from areas of high concentration to low concentration). 

 !! = −!!"
!"
!!!

 ( 2 ) 

 

Where: 

Ji   = The moisture flux term 

Dij = The mass diffusivity tensor 

C  = The moisture concentration 

xj  = The spatial coordinate of interest 

 
Fick’s second law of diffusion presents methods for determining how diffusion 

changes concentration with time.  The second law of diffusion can be derived using both 

Fick’s first law and the principle of mass conservation throughout the diffusion process.  

First, by using conservation of mass we obtain, 

 
!"
!" +

!
!!!

!! = 0 ( 3 ) 

where t denotes time.  Now by using the expression for Ji found above in ( 2 ) an 

expression for Fick’s second law of diffusion is found, 
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 !"
!" =

!
!!!

!!"
!"
!!!

 ( 4 ) 

 
If the material is homogenous then equation ( 4 ) becomes 

 !"
!" = !!!

!!!
!!!!

 ( 5 ) 

Diffusivity 

The diffusion coefficient D, also known as diffusivity, is a rate proportionality 

constant which relates the mass flux term and the concentration gradient.  With units of 

(length2/time) the diffusion coefficient for any given substance defines the rate at which 

mass will diffuse due to a concentration gradient.  A generalized moisture uptake curve is 

shown in Figure 11.  Initially (where t < tL) all moisture uptake curves are linear, when 

moisture content is plotted directly against √t the diffusivity becomes directly 

proportional to the initial slope of the uptake curve.  After a long submersion time the 

curve asymptotically approaches a maximum moisture content level, !!. 
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Figure 11. Change of moisture content with the square root of time [4] 

 

 Throughout the remainder of derivations the sample geometry in question will be 

that of a thin plate, as shown in Figure 12.  

 

 
Figure 12. Sample geometry 

 

Springer presents a formulation for determining Dz, which is obtained in most part 

from the initial slope of the moisture uptake curve in parallel with Fick’s diffusion 
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equations [4]. To begin we refer to Fick’s second law of diffusion, shown previously in 

equation ( 5 ) for a semi-infinite solid (h → ∞) 

 !"
!" = !!

!!!
!!!  ( 5 ) 

 ! = !! 0 < ! < ∞ ! ≤ 0 ( 5a ) 

 ! = !! ! = 0 ! > 0 ( 5b ) 

Using the initial conditions and solving the differential equation using methods presented 

in [14] results in the moisture concentration as a function of time and position 

 
c− c!
!! − !!

= 1− erf
!

2 !!!
 ( 6 ) 

Now, the total weight of the moisture in the material, which enters or leaves through an 

arbitrary area A over some time interval t 

 m = − !!!
!"
!" !!!

!"
!

!
 ( 7 ) 

Combining equations ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) yields ( 8 ), 

 
m = 2A(!! − !!)

!!!
!  ( 8 ) 

Throughout the saturation of a sample, moisture will enter or leave the materials on all 

six sides seen in Figure 12.  This allows equation ( 8 ) to be independently applied to 

each of the six interacting sides, thus summing these quantities together yields the total 

weight of all the moisture entering the material. Bearing symmetry in mind this quantity 

reduces to 
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m = 4(!! − !!) ℎ! !! + ℎ! !! + !" !!

!
! ( 9 ) 

where Dx, Dy, and Dz are the diffusion coefficients in the x, y, and z directions 

respectively. Assuming an initially dry specimen (ci = 0 and dry weight Wd = ρg(hwl)) 

the percent moisture content of the material as a function of time is given by 

 
M = !!!!

!!
!100 = !

!!
!100 =

4!!
!"ℎ

ℎ
! !! +

ℎ
! !! + !!

!
! ( 10 ) 

It is important to note that the quantity c∞	  /ρg is the maximum moisture content 

 M! =
!! −!!

!!
!100 =

!! ℎ!"
!! ℎ!" !100 =

!!
!" ( 11 ) 

Therefore, by using equations ( 10 ) and ( 11 ) 

 M =
4M!

ℎ !
ℎ
! !! +

ℎ
! !! + !! ! ( 12 ) 

Upon inspection of equation ( 12 ) it becomes apparent that moisture content M 

does in fact vary linearly with √t.  This is true until the various edge diffusions begin to 

significantly affect one another, which depending on sample geometry could be a very 

long time.  This confirms what was previously stated, that diffusivity directly correlates 

to the initial slope of the moisture uptake curve. To better see this linear relationship 

equation ( 12 ) can be rewritten as 

 M =
4M!

ℎ !
! ! ( 13 ) 
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where 

 ! = !!
ℎ
!

!!
!!
+
ℎ
!

!!
!!

+ 1

!

 ( 14 ) 

if homogenous material then Dx = Dy = Dz, which reduces ( 14 ) to 

 
! = !!

ℎ
! +

ℎ
! + 1

!

 ( 15 ) 

Making the assumption that the plate thickness is much smaller then both the length and 

width (h  l and h  w), it follows that equation ( 15 ) simply becomes 

 D = D! ( 16 ) 

Making this thin plate assumption in tandem with using ( 13 ) an expression for D is 

found and is presented in equation ( 17 ). This formulation for D presented by Springer 

[4] is for a homogenous material with no edge diffusion, where only one diffusion 

coefficient is sufficient to describe the behavior of the entire material. Though, in many 

cases the edge diffusion effects cannot easily be neglected, as it does introduce errors into 

various diffusion calculations. 

 D = π
ℎ

4!!

! !! −!!

!! − !!

!

 ( 17 ) 

Diffusivity of Unidirectional Fiber Composites 

For a unidirectional fiber reinforced epoxy composite D cannot be calculated 

directly if accounting for edge effects, as clearly a composite will have vastly different 
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diffusivity values in each direction.  In this case both the longitudinal and transverse 

diffusion coefficients must be represented in terms of fiber and matrix diffusion 

coefficients using the rule of mixtures. 

 

 

Figure 13. Unidirectional lamina with fibers at angle θ from longitudinal x-direction [10] 
 

To begin, an understanding of the plate geometry should be established, see 

Figure 13.  The xyz directions represent the coordinate system while 123 are material 

directions, with the 1-direction being parallel to the fiber direction and 2,3-directions 

being transverse.  Also it is important to recognize that diffusivities for both the matrix 

and fibers are being considered in this derivation. 

In order to characterize the diffusivity of a unidirectional composite plate, the 

diffusivities Dx, Dy, and Dz need to be evaluated in terms of fiber and matrix properties as 

well as the fiber volume fraction ϕf and fiber angle θ.  To begin, the rule of mixtures is 

applied to find expressions for D1 and D2 (noting D2 = D3). [4] 
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 !! =   !!!! + 1− !! !! ( 18 ) 
   

 !! = !! 1− 2 !!
!

+ !
!
! −

4

1−
!!!!
!

tan!!
!!

!!!!
!

!!
!!!!
!

 ( 19 ) 

Where, 
  

 γ =   2 !!
!!

  !    !  ( 20 ) 

Generally, the diffusivity of the fiber is small in comparison to that of the matrix (Df  

Dm) and can be neglected, therefore reducing equations ( 18 ) and ( 19 ) to 

 

!! = 1− !! !! 
 

!! =    1− 2
!!
!

!! 
( 21 ) 

 

 Again, D1 and D2 are the diffusivities of the composite material parallel and 

transverse to the fiber direction.  To fully describe the diffusivity of a unidirectional 

composite plate, with geometry as described in Figure 13, the diffusion coefficients in the 

x,y and z directions should properly be defined. 

 

!! = !!!"#!! + !!!"#!! 
 

!! = !!!"#!! + !!!"#!! 
 

!! = !! = !! = 1− 2 !!
!

!! 

 

( 22 ) 
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Combining Equations ( 22 ), ( 21 ), and ( 14 ) yields an expression for diffusivity D for a 

unidirectional fiber composite plate. 

 

! = !! 1− 2 !!
!

ℎ
!

1− !! !"#!! + 1− 2 !!
! !"#!!

1− 2 !!
!

⋯

+
ℎ
!

1− !! !"#!! + 1− 2 !!
! !"#!!

1− 2 !!
!

+ 1

!

 

( 23 ) 

This expression for D is a function of fiber angle, volume fraction, geometry of the plate, 

and the diffusivity of the matrix material.  As the matrix is a homogenous material 

finding its diffusivity is relatively straight forward using equation ( 17 ). 

 
Maximum Absorption Capacity  

of Unidirectional Fiber Composites 

 The maximum percent moisture content, M∞, is a fundamental quantity that 

defines the maximum amount of moisture that physically can be absorbed by a given 

system. Commonly, the maximum content of a specific homogenous epoxy system is 

initially defined experimentally by subjecting it to a moist environment until the rate of 

weight gain values become negligible. Studies have shown that epoxy resin systems 

generally have an M∞ value in the range of 2.5-3.0%, prediction of these values can be 

done through the use of free volume theories which will be further investigated at a later 

point in this study. 
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 Under the assumption that only the resin system absorbs moisture, as Df   Dm, it 

then follows that the maximum moisture content for a unidirectional fiber composite 

directly correlates to the maximum percent content value for that of the resin system 

used. The following relationship is proposed, 

 !!! = !!!!!
!!
!!

 ( 24 ) 

where M∞m is the maximum content of the matrix and, ρm and ρc are the densities of the 

matrix and that of the composite respectively. The volume fraction term is introduced to 

scale the maximum content of the matrix accordingly. With the composite density ρc 

defined as follows, 

 
!! = !!!! + !!!! ( 25 ) 

Thermal and Pressure Effects 

The moisture diffusion process is heavily dependent upon both temperature and 

pressure, though studies have shown [4] that within composite materials temperature 

approaches equilibrium on the order of 106 times quicker than the moisture concentration.  

It has also been documented that moisture concentration has minimal effects upon the 

diffusivity [8].  Therefore assuming constant temperature conditions of the diffusing fluid 

it can be assumed that the diffusion coefficient remains constant throughout its saturation 

process.  Figure 14 presents moisture uptake curves for a single epoxy resin system taken 

at three different ambient temperature conditions.  Note all the data sets approach near 

the same maximum moisture content, though the diffusivity increases as the temperature 

of the fluid increases. 
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Figure 14. Moisture uptake curves demonstrating the change in diffusivity due to 
changes in ambient temperature [11] 

 

 It becomes obvious that in polymers, mass diffusion is a thermally-activated 

process, the changes are attributed to changes in the glass transition temperature of the 

polymer. Temperature dependent changes in diffusivity are represented using the 

Arrhenius reaction equation [22][18], 

 
! = !!!

!!
!  ( 26 ) 

where, the diffusion coefficient D directly depends on the initial diffusion coefficient Do, 

temperature T, as well as a constant C which is composed of the activation energy ΔE, 

and the Boltzmann constant k. Values for activation energy and Boltzmann’s constant are 

readily available for various polymer systems. 

The vapor pressure surrounding a sample also has notable effects on moisture 

diffusion characteristics.  In a study done by Pilli [15] it was found that as the partial 
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vapor pressure increases not only does the diffusivity rate increase but also the saturated 

moisture content, effectively increasing the amount of time required to reach full 

saturation. Figure 15 presents data taken of samples soaking at various vapor pressure 

conditions; notice that both the maximum saturated moisture content and the diffusivity 

are increasing with vapor pressure. 

 
Figure 15. Plot demonstrating changes in moisture content and rate of absorption with 
increasing vapor pressure. Top curve corresponding to moisture content, bottom curve 

corresponding to the rate of moisture absorption [15] 
 

This study was again completed regarding the partial pressure of the vapor, 

therefore assuming a non-fully saturated diffusing environment. In other words, the 

sample is placed in an environment that has less than 100% relative humidity. It is known 

that these kinds of environments yield much lower equilibrium moisture contents than 

those that are fully submerged in the diffusing fluid, also known as a 100% relative 

humidity environment. Studies have shown that if the ambient pressure of the entire 
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diffusing system is increased there are negligible effects upon both the maximum 

moisture content as well as the diffusivity; see Figure 16 [25]. Increasing hydrostatic 

pressure is therefore not a viable alternative to accelerating the diffusion process. 

 
Figure 16.  The influence of hydrostatic pressure on moisture absorption of glass 
polyester samples immersed in seawater at ambient temperature (x) Atmospheric 

pressure, (☐) 15 MPa. (Δ) 35 MPa, (o) 70 MPa. [25] 
 

This represents a significant departure from that of temperature dependence, as 

varying the surrounding temperature alters the diffusivity, effectively making it possible 

to reach a fully saturated state in a shorter amount of time.  Consequently, when 

collecting weight gain data it becomes a common practice to only alter the temperature of 

the diffusing fluid in order to achieve quicker saturation times, rather than using an 

autoclave to increase hydrostatic pressure. Though, issues can arise when utilizing 

temperature effects to produce an accelerated diffusion environment, most notably it is 

possible to alter the chemistry of the epoxy as the temperature increases which therefore 
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can skew collected data [25]. When investigating weight gain data it becomes important 

to compare data collected at similar temperatures, as the diffusivity is greatly altered.   

Free Volume 

The free volume is a fundamental quantity within the realm of polymeric systems. 

Free volume in polymer systems manifests itself as small, unfilled volumes that occur at 

the end of a polymer chain (see Figure 17). Combined, these small voids constitute the 

free volume fraction of a polymer. Mathematically, the free volume is defined as the 

difference between the measured volume and the occupied volume [10].  Free volume 

theories are commonly cited as a basis in describing several molecular transport 

phenomena (moisture diffusion e.g.) within polymeric systems. [10][18][13] 

 

Figure 17. A Simple representation of how polymeric chains end, resulting in a void, 
which becomes free, unfilled, volume within the structure 
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Maximum Absorption Capacity 

Neumann and Marom have proposed a relationship between maximum absorption 

capacity and free volume fraction [10]. They proposed that free volume and maximum 

absorption capacity are directly related by a ratio of the density of the diffusing fluid 

(water for this case) to the density of the matrix material 

 M! = !!!
!!
!!

 ( 27 ) 

where, υfo is the unstressed free volume fraction of the matrix material, and ρw and ρm are 

the densities of water and the matrix respectively.  This expression states that the weight 

gain M∞ is directly dependent upon available free volume and the relative density of the 

diffusing fluid in comparison to that of the matrix material.  This relationship is for a pure 

resin system with no fibers or other constituents involved, a free volume value of nearly 

3% is commonly reported for epoxy resin systems [21]. Consequently, for a stressed 

system the absorption capacity will change, due to the change in free volume. 

 M!! = !!"
!!
!!

 ( 28 ) 

Fundamentally it is consistent that the transport mobility of molecules in any 

given system is directly dependent upon how tightly the system is packed.  A higher free 

volume fraction would lend itself to higher equilibrium moisture content, as there is more 

free space for the moisture molecules to diffuse into.  Conversely, with a lower free 

volume there is less free space, leading to lower equilibrium moisture content. Therefore, 

under the assumption that there is a direct correlation between Fickian moisture diffusion 
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and the amount of free volume it can be postulated that as the free volume fraction of the 

epoxy changes as will its resulting diffusion characteristics. 

Diffusivity  

The diffusion coefficient in amorphous polymers may be described in terms of the 

free volume fraction, where D is directly proportional to an exponential of a ratio of 

critical void volume to free volumes [10], where υ*and υf are the critical void volume and 

available free volume respectively. 

 D ∝ e
!!

∗

!!  ( 29 ) 

This corresponds nicely to concepts presented by Fahmy and Hurt in 1980 [13]; 

they proposed a model for calculating free volume changes due to externally applied 

stresses in an amorphous epoxy resin system.  Their model is based on the assumption 

that the entirety of the free volume of the polymer structure is constituted of spherical 

shells within the matrix, referring again to Figure 17, and that all of these spherical shells 

have the same inner and outer radii.  The free volume fraction of the epoxy matrix then 

becomes the summation of all the resulting spherical volumes.  Once an external stress in 

introduced into the system it follows that the epoxy matrix will be volumetrically 

strained, leading to a change in the free volume fraction.  Using this development Fahmy 

and Hurt proposed an expression for the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of an epoxy 

resin in stressed and unstressed states, 

 ln
!!
!!

= !
1
!!!

−
1
!!"

 ( 30 ) 
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where a is a proportionality constant which is empirically determined. The two free 

volume terms υf0    and υfσ  represent the unstressed and stressed states respectively. 

 The previously discussed free volume concepts have developed relationships for a 

pure epoxy system, with no other constituents involved.  A number of issues are 

introduced when discussing epoxy glass composite structures, predominately the effects 

the glass fibers will have on the resulting free volume fraction.  As previously discussed, 

the only portion of the composite system which will undergo substantial moisture 

diffusion is the epoxy resin, thus it follows that only changes in the free volume of the 

matrix will cause changes in diffusion characteristics. When a composite plate is 

subjected to a stress field the entire structure will experience volumetric strain.  The 

volume change of the matrix is calculated by subtracting the volume change of the fibers 

from that of the composite, these volume changes can be calculated through the use of 

laminate plate theory equations and will be presented in great detail within the 

development of the proposed model. 
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Free Volume 

Under the assumption that externally applied stresses cause changes in the free 

volume fraction, which in turn leads to changes in moisture diffusion characteristics it 

becomes of utmost importance to develop methods for calculating these free volume 

changes.  The following development considers moisture diffusion into a thin 

unidirectional fiber reinforced composite plate subjected to tensile loading at an angle θ 

with respect to the fiber direction, as shown in Figure 18. 

 

 
Figure 18. Unidirectional laminate subjected to tensile loading σx at angle θ with respect 

to fiber direction [10] 
 

 It should be noted that the following model does not account for damage 

dependent diffusion mechanisms, such as diffusion through flaws within the matrix, or 

capillary flow along the fiber-matrix interface. The model therefore assumes that all 

moisture diffuses into the voids held within the matrix itself.  
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The Volume Strain of the Matrix 

 Changes in the model diffusion characteristics are only due to changes in the free 

volume of the matrix, though the entire composite plate is undergoing volumetric 

changes due to the stress.  In order to calculate only the volume change of the matrix the 

volume change of the fibers was subtracted from that of the composite [10]. These 

volume changes will be found through the fundamentals of laminate plate theory. 

The total volume strain of the composite plate is given using the rule of mixtures, 

 ∆! !! ! = ∆! !! !!! + ∆! !! !!!  ( 31 ) 

where the subscripts c, f, and m represent the composite, fiber, and matrix respectively.  

From laminate plate theory, the total volume strain of the composite plate can also be 

represented as the summation of the three directional strains ε1c, ε2c, and ε3c [13]. 

 ∆! !! ! = ε!! + ε!! + ε!!  ( 32 ) 

Again returning to laminate plate theory each of the directional strains of the composite 

can be expressed as follows   

 

ε!! =
σ!!
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

σ!! 

 
ε!! = −

!!"!
!!!

σ!! +
σ!!
!!!

 

 
ε!! = −

!!"!
!!!

σ!! −
!!"!
!!!

σ!! 

a 

( 33 ) b 

c 

When the only non-zero stress in the system is the tensile stress σx, then the normal 

stresses σ1c and σ2c can be calculated by employing fundamental stress transformations, 
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σ!! = σ! cos! ! 

 
σ!! = σ! sin! ! 

 

a 
( 34 ) 

b 

 
Now, back substituting equations ( 33 ) and ( 34 ) into equation ( 32 ) yields an 

expression for the volumetric strain of the composite due to applied tensile stress σx. 

Bearing in mind that for the case when the plane of interest is perpendicular to the ‘1’ 

axis then ν12  =  ν13 [10]. 

 ∆! !! ! = σ! !"#!!
1− 2!!"!
!!!

+ !"#!!
1
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

 ( 35 ) 

 In returning to equation ( 31 ) it becomes obvious that in order to arrive at the 

volume strain of the matrix the volume strain of the fibers will also need to be calculated. 

To accomplish this, first the longitudinal and transverse stresses (σ1f and σ2f) seen by the 

fibers are defined as follows 

 

 

σ!! =
!!!
!!!

σ!! =
!!!
!!!

σ! cos! ! 

 
σ!! = σ!! = σ!! = σ! sin! ! 

 

a 
( 36 ) 

b 

The volume strain in the fibers is the sum of the directional strains ε1f, ε2f, and ε3f. These 

strains take a nearly identical form to that presented in equation ( 33 ) for the entire 

composite.   Taking the stresses σ1f and σ2f and substituting these into the strain 

expressions and summing the three strains yields an expression for the volume strain of 

the fibers 
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 ∆! !! ! = σ! !"#!!
1− 2!!"!
!!!

+ !"#!!
1
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

 ( 37 ) 

 Expressions for the volume strain of both the composite and of the fibers are now 

known, equations ( 32 ), ( 33 ), and ( 37 ).  Assuming the fiber volume fraction is known 

for the given composite plate the volume strain of the matrix can be calculated through 

algebraically manipulating equation ( 31 ) as follows 

 

∆! !! !!! = σ! !"#!!
1− 2!!"!
!!!

− !!
1− 2!!"!

!!!

+ !"#!!
1
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!
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!!!

−
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!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

 
( 38 ) 

Experimental determination of the transverse modulus of the fiber E2f can be challenging 

and for most purposes can be neglected, as the transverse modulus is much lower than 

that in the fiber direction.  Making this assumption also negates the need for the Poisson’s 

ratio of the fibers in the 2-3 directions; ultimately this then reduces to the final form, 

equation ( 39 ), which will be used throughout the remainder of this study. This 

drastically reduces the number of material properties needed in order to calculate the 

volume strain of the matrix. The reduced form is seen below, 

 

∆! !! !!! = σ! !"#!!
1− 2!!"!
!!!

− !!
1− 2!!"!

!!!

+ !"#!!
1
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

−
!!"!
!!!

− !!
!!"!
!!!

 
( 39 ) 
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 According to the proposed model the magnitude of the volume strain of the 

matrix is directly dependent upon applied tensile stress, fiber angle, and elastic properties 

of the constituents. Through algebraic examination of the various quantities held within 

the final form it can be deduced that the fiber angle is ultimately the controlling 

parameter in deciding the magnitude of the volume strain. In other words, at a fiber angle 

of θ = 0° there will be a very minimal volume strain changes with increasing applied 

tensile stresses, conversely at a fiber angle of θ = 90° the changes in volume strain are 

great.  This is due to the fact that at θ = 0° the fibers carry the majority of the loading, 

with little being transferred into the matrix, and at θ = 90° the matrix undertakes the most 

all of the loading (leading to larger values for volumetric strains).  

Changes in Diffusion Parameters 

 When a unidirectional epoxy glass fiber composite plate is placed under tensile 

stress moisture diffusion parameters are altered due to changes in available free volume. 

Thus far, laminate plate theory has primarily been considered in the development of the 

volume strains that are experienced by the matrix when subjected to tensile stress.  The 

volumetric changes are clearly defined; but now these strains must also be directly related 

to changes in both maximum absorption capacity and rate of diffusion of the composite 

plate. 

Maximum Absorption Capacity 

 Changes in the maximum absorption capacity of a stressed composite material 

come about due to a change in the available free volume within the matrix. Following the 
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previous development, the volumetric strain experienced by the matrix due to an applied 

tensile stress in the x-direction is known, shown above in equation ( 39 ). Volumetric 

strain is directly analogous to directional strain, as it is a dimensionless quantity that 

describes the change of volume experienced by a material due to some stress field. It 

follows that an expression for the stressed free volume fraction of the matrix can be 

found by adding the volume strain term of the matrix to the already known quantity for 

unstressed free volume υfo. 

 !!" = !!! + ∆! !! !  ( 40 ) 

This represents the stressed free volume fraction of the unidirectional composite plate.  

The above expression for υfσ can now be inserted to the correlation presented earlier 

relating changes in maximum absorption capacity to free volume fraction, which then 

yields an expression for M∞σ of a unidirectional fiber composite plate. Through using a 

number of previously defined relationships this expression can be manipulated into an 

alternate form, which directly incorporates the unstressed maximum moisture content of 

the composite 

 

M!! = !!! + ∆! !! !
!!
!!

 

M!! = M!" + ∆! !! !
!!
!!
!! 

( 41 ) 

The Diffusion Coefficient 

 The rate at which the diffusion process occurs in unidirectional fiber composite 

plates is heavily dependent upon the magnitude of applied tensile stresses. There have 
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been models proposed which outline a relationship between the diffusivity in stressed and 

unstressed states in amorphous polymer composite structures [10][13][17]. Most 

commonly this has taken the form, 

 ln
!!
!!

=
!
!!

1
!!!

−
1
!!"

 ( 42 ) 

where, Dσ, D0, υf0    and υfσ are the diffusion coefficients and free volume fractions of the 

stressed and free states respectively, and a is a proportionality constant which is 

empirically determined.  This has nearly identical form to the relationship outlined for 

that of an amorphous polymer structure, see equation ( 30 ), the only difference being the 

inclusion of the matrix volume fraction term ϕm.  The inclusion of this term accounts for 

the fact that a composite materials structure is now being considered, where only the 

matrix is undergoing the diffusion process. Through substituting expressions previously 

derived for D0, υf0    and υfσ  into equation ( 42 ) and algebraically rearranging the 

following expression used for calculating the stressed diffusion coefficient of a composite 

material is found to be 

 ln
!!
!!

=
!
!!

∆! !! !

!!! !!! + ∆! !! !
 ( 43 ) 

 

 From analyzing the above expressions for the stressed maximum moisture content 

and diffusion coefficients it can be seen that as the volume strain of the matrix, (ΔV/V0)m, 

increases as do the moisture diffusion parameters. As previously discussed, the volume 

strain is directly dependent upon fiber angle and tensile loading; in addition it has also 

been noted that the volume strain of the matrix changes to a larger degree with applied 
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stresses as the fiber angle increases (θ = 0° à θ = 90°). Similarly, the amount at which 

the stressed maximum moisture content will vary from the corresponding unstressed state 

also increases with fiber angle. As a result, the largest variation between the moisture 

diffusion parameters in the unstressed and stressed states will occur at a fiber angle equal 

to θ = 90°. 
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Overview 

 The use of Finite Element Analysis (FEA) can present a number of issues across a 

wide breadth of engineering applications. It is fairly simple to arrive at some result, 

though the accuracy and usability of the result must be thoroughly investigated through 

using other solution methods to ensure an accurate solution was found.  Without proper 

knowledge of the intricacies that come along with using FEA software packages it 

becomes very simple to arrive at an erroneous result, and not realize that it is incorrect.  

Double-checking all input parameters and understanding how the system is modeled 

becomes of utmost importance in achieving accurate and meaningful results. 

Thermal-Moisture Diffusion Analogy 

Commonly, many modern Finite Element Analysis packages do not directly 

provide the necessary tools required to directly model the moisture diffusion process. 

Modeling temperature distributions within a system is frequently completed using finite 

element methods, and is well understood and accepted.  The thermal diffusion process 

behaves according to Fourier’s law for thermal diffusion, which is mathematically 

equivalent to Fick’s law for mass diffusion, and as such a Thermal-Moisture diffusion 

analogy can be employed [23].  Due to this similarity, opportunities arise to use the 

thermal diffusion capabilities of commercial finite element packages to solve Fick’s 

diffusion equation; the following are the expanded forms of Fick’s and Fourier’s laws for 

mass and thermal diffusion, 
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 ∂C
∂t = D

!!!
!!! +

!!!
!!! +

!!!
!!!  ( 44 ) 

 ∂T
∂t =

!
!"

!!!
!!! +

!!!
!!! +

!!!
!!!  ( 45 ) 

where, C is the moisture concentration which is equivalent to the temperature T, whereas 

diffusivity D is equivalent to thermal diffusivity α = k/ρc. While these equivalencies are 

fairly clear, the correspondence between the thermal and moisture boundary conditions is 

not as straightforward. The primary problems that arise are the discontinuities seen at 

interfaces between two materials. For thermal analyses, the contact temperature between 

two materials is assumed to be the same value; this is not the case for a moisture 

diffusion analysis. To navigate this issue Wong and Koh [23] have introduced a 

saturation ratio term w, which is defined as M(t)/M∞. This is the ratio of the moisture 

concentration M at time t to the maximum moisture content M∞. Obviously this saturation 

ratio has a maximum possible value of one once the system has reach full saturation, as 

M(t) = M∞. This saturation ratio parameter is considered to be continuous across a 

material interface and can consequently be used to establish boundary conditions 

throughout a finite element model.  

 
Table 1: Thermal-Moisture Diffusion analogy FEA input properties 

Property Thermal Moisture 
Field Variable Temperature, T Saturation ratio, w 

Density ρ       (!"/!!) 1 
Conductivity k     (!/!  ℃)  D*M∞   (!!!/ℎ!)  

Specific Capacity c     (!/!"  ℃) M∞ 
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ANSYS 

ANSYS 13.0 was selected as the finite element analysis package to be used in the 

modeling of the system. ANSYS is a well-established finite element package that has 

built-in capabilities for numerically solving a wide variety of problems, including static 

and dynamic structural systems, acoustics, electromagnetism, fluid flows and most 

importantly thermal heat transfer. In addition, ANSYS has the flexibility to solve these 

problems using either linear (user-defined solution points) or a non-linear solution 

method, which checks for model solution parameter convergence and automatically 

makes the makes necessary solution step changes, depending on the type of solution 

desired. A large benefit of using ANSYS lies in its’ powerful transient time-dependent 

solution capabilities, which is precisely what is needed to form a robust and accurate 

solution to a moisture concentration problem. 

Model Geometry 

Finite element models for both a two and three-dimensional sample geometry will 

be presented. The two dimension geometry was modeled directly as the mid-plane cross 

section of the sample, giving a clear representation of the concentration profile through 

the sample cross section.  The approach for the three dimensional geometry is slightly 

different in that, due to sample symmetry, the sample was halved along the x, y, and z 

directions leaving only one eighth of the geometry modeled.  This allows for the moisture 

concentration profile throughout the interior of the sample to be thoroughly investigated. 

Fibers clearly have significant effects on the moisture diffusion parameters of a 

composite material, as previously discussed. Though, for the purpose of modeling this 
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system in ANSYS the fibers will not be physically included in the geometry of the finite 

element model, but the various fiber properties will merely serve in calculating input 

parameters such as the diffusivity and maximum moisture content. Omitting the fibers in 

this way simplifies geometry creation and allows much quicker calculation times, as the 

mesh density will not need to be increased at interfaces between the fibers and the matrix, 

while still maintain an accurate result output. 

One of the most important parts of creating a successful finite element model is 

correctly choosing an element type for use in meshing the model.  There are expansive 

catalogues built into the ANSYS infrastructure of element types available for use; each 

element has its own unique set of behavioral properties which defines how it responds to 

different loading conditions and which solution outputs it is capable of providing. 

Without properly choosing a suitable element type model results can easily be 

misconstrued and unusable. The ANSYS element types selected were the PLANE55 for 

the two dimensional model and the SOLID70 for the three dimension model. The 

PLANE55 element type is a two-dimensional 4-node thermal solid; this element carries 

thermal conduction capabilities and has a single degree of freedom, temperature, at each 

node.  Similarly, SOLID70 is a three-dimensional 8-node thermal solid with thermal 

conduction capabilities and has a single degree of freedom, temperature, at each node. 

Both of the elements selected are applicable to either steady state or transient thermal 

analysis types and have the ability to provide average face temperatures of a selected 

element face. Below, the meshed finite element models for both the two and three-

dimensional sample geometries are presented in Figure 19 and Figure 20. 
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Figure 19. Meshed two-dimensional finite element geometry at the sample mid-plane, 

PLANE55 element type. 

 

 
Figure 20. Meshed three-dimensional finite element geometry, one-eighth cross section 

of sample, SOLID70 element type. 
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Boundary Conditions 

 Properly establishing the boundary conditions on any given finite element model 

is paramount in attaining accurate results. Most commonly when undertaking thermal 

analyses using finite element methods the primary boundary conditions are temperatures, 

heat flows and fluxes and well as any amount of heat being generated. Returning to the 

thermal-moisture diffusion analogy previously discussed, it becomes obvious that the 

primary boundary condition that needs to be established is the saturation ratio 

(temperature in a thermal analysis).  Noting, that since the fibers are not physically 

included in the model heat and moisture flux boundary conditions are not needed. If the 

fibers were included in the model, and assuming that glass fibers do not absorb moisture, 

then a boundary condition of zero flux along all fiber-matrix boundaries would need to be 

established. 

 The saturation ratio has a maximum value of one, when M(t) = M∞, therefore a 

temperature boundary condition equal to one needs to established along all surfaces of 

the model which are exposed to moisture. For the two-dimensional model this is simply 

equates to applying a temperature of one to all four of the outer edges.  Again, the three 

dimensional model is modeled such that it represents one eighth of the entire sample, 

where three of the six surfaces are exposed to a moist environment. A boundary condition 

of temperature equal to one was applied to the top, side, and back of the model. 

Solution Methods 

Once the material parameters, the geometry, and the boundary conditions have all 

been completely established throughout the model the solution parameters must also be 
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established such that the convergence criteria will be satisfactorily met. For the issue of 

moisture diffusion this generally translates to the time at which the moisture content (or 

saturation ratio parameter in the model) reaches a specific level, most commonly full 

saturation. Using a linear solution method this would entail supplying the program with 

both the ending time and size of the time step for the transient analysis.  The program 

uses these time parameters and solves the entire system at each step in time until the 

stopping time is reach, never running through solution convergence criteria to determine 

if the model has in fact converged, at which point further calculations are not needed. 

Non-linear solution methods can be used to have the program check various parameters 

of solution for convergence; if a solution parameter is found to have reached convergence 

the program then ends calculations.  

Using linear methods works very cleanly, but can become a game of trial and 

error in establishing the amount of time which needs to be calculated in order reach a 

satisfactory level of model convergence.  In returning to the moisture diffusion problem, 

the model reaches a converged solution when near the maximum moisture content level; 

how close depends upon the convergence parameters, which are user defined. Most 

commonly in the ANSYS environment for thermal analyses temperature convergence is 

found through calculating the difference in nodal temperature between equilibrium 

iterations, given mathematically as the following 

 ∆! = !! − !!!! ( 46 ) 

where, ΔT is the difference in nodal temperature between equilibrium iterations i and i-1. 

The user, through input parameters, specifies this ΔT value; the program will continue 
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running through equilibrium iterations calculating the above convergence at every node 

for each time step. Model convergence is reached when all nodes satisfy the specified 

convergence condition.  

Once the model has completed running through solution routines there are a 

number of parameters available for analysis. ANSYS provides the functionality to specify 

which solution parameters for the program to store and at which time step intervals, 

whether every sub-step, every nth sub-step, or only the final sub-step.  For the purposes 

of fully solving the moisture diffusion problem at hand only the nodal temperature 

(equivalent to moisture content) are needed to fully solve the system. By specifying only 

this parameter to be saved the computation time required to run through the finite element 

program is drastically reduced.  These nodal concentrations can easily be plotted for a 

specified time step to give a visual representation of the depth that the moisture 

concentration has saturated into the system.  

Figure 21-Figure 25 present saturation ratio profiles of the two-dimensional 

geometry as the program moves through time steps from time = 0 hours to time = 2000 

hours, at which point full saturation has been achieved. The nodal contours represent the 

extent at which the moisture has penetrated into the sample, with a maximum value of 

one (recall, for a given node the saturation ratio is defined as M(t)/M∞). Similar profiles 

for the three dimensional geometry can be developed using nearly identical methods, 

though only one sample profile is provided in Figure 26. 
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Figure 21. Saturation profile throughout the two-dimensional cross section at time = 50 
hours. All edges are subjected to saturation conditions. Scale on bottom represents the 
wetness ratio, where a value of one denotes full saturation. Note: minimum saturation 

ratio value of only 0.089526 near center of the sample. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 22. Saturation profile throughout the two-dimensional cross section at time = 200 

hours. Note: minimum saturation ratio value of 0.488952. 
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Figure 23. Saturation profile throughout the two-dimensional cross section at time = 500 

hours. Note: minimum saturation ratio value of 0.867305. 
 
 

 
Figure 24. Saturation profile throughout the two-dimensional cross section at time = 1200 

hours. Note: minimum saturation value of 0.994422. Consequently, at this time the 
sample in very nearly fully saturated. 
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Figure 25. Saturation profile throughout the two-dimensional cross section at time = 2000 

hours. Note: minimum saturation value of 0.999855. The sample has reached full 
saturation. 

 

 
Figure 26. A typical saturation ratio concentration profile of the three-dimensional cross 

section geometry of the sample. Note only three sides of the samples are exposed. 
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 These saturation profiles are merely plots of the nodal temperatures, which 

translates to a level of saturation, across the model at a specified time step. This gives a 

good visual representation of how the moisture diffuses into the structure but does not 

directly provide the user with important parameters, such as the maximum moisture 

content and diffusivity.  In order to arrive at these values certain solution parameters 

saved within the ANSYS directory must be accessed and manipulated. 

 In order to use a finite element model to recreate a moisture uptake curve the 

percent moisture uptake at a specified time step must be calculated, through doing this at 

a number of time steps moisture uptake versus time curves can accurately be recreated. 

To find the moisture uptake for a specified time step the following relationship was 

employed, 

 !(!) =
Σ  !"#$"%&'(%"  !"  !"#ℎ  !"#$
!"#$%  !"#$%&  !"  !"#$% !! ( 47 ) 

Once the moisture uptake curve was reconstructed from the finite element data the 

diffusivity of the system was easily calculated using previously established relationships. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Experiment Overview 

 Knowing the mechanical strength of materials being used for structural 

applications is paramount for successful engineering designs.  Under many circumstances 

the mechanical and physical properties of a given material system may degrade with 

time, especially those subjected to harsh operational conditions.  The goal of this 

experiment is to simulate extended water immersion of unidirectional fiber epoxy glass 

composites, which are subjected to varying tensile stresses, and to characterize the 

changes seen in moisture diffusion parameters. A number of epoxy glass composite 

samples of varying fiber angles were manufactured and subjected to tensile stresses using 

stainless steel springs of various spring constants. The stressed samples were then 

submersed in water and weight gain measurements were taken throughout the saturation 

process until full saturation was achieved.  The experimental setup allowed for 

investigation of the effects that both the fiber angle and magnitude of the tensile stresses 

have on the moisture diffusion process. 

Materials 

 The materials studied were continuous glass fiber reinforced epoxy polymer 

composites. The unidirectional glass fiber chosen was Saertex U14EU920-00940-T1300-

100000 and the epoxy system chosen was Momentive’s Epikote MGS RIMR 135 resin 

with Epikure curing agent RIMH 1366. The Saertex fibers were in the form of a stitched 

fabric where, by percent weight, 91% of the glass fibers were in the 0-degree direction 
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and 8% were at 90-degrees, the remaining 1% is comprised of the stitching holding the 

fabric together. Momentive’s Epikote is an epoxy resin system which when cured is 

known to have the material properties listed in Table 2 [24] 

Table 2: Material properties of Momentive Epikure resin system. UTS and UCS represent 
ultimate tensile and compressive strengths respectively 

Property Value 
ρ                         (g/cm3) 1.10 - 1.20 
E                         (GPa) 2.9 - 3.2 
UTS                    (MPa) 68 - 80 
UCS                    (MPa) 80 - 100 
Elongation at break (%) 7.0 – 10.0 

Water absorption at 23℃ 24h ~ 0.3% 
7d   ~ 0.5% 

 

The SNL/MSU/DOE Composite Material Fatigue Database [20] is maintained by 

Montana State University with the purpose of providing the wind energy industry with an 

expansive composite material database for fatigue intensive applications.  The database 

outlines numerous fiber and resin system which are commonly used in addition to the 

mechanical properties of possible composite layups. Both the Momentive resin system 

and Saertex fabric are detailed in the SNL/MSU/DOE database, as well as properties for 

composite layups using the aforementioned constituents. A two-ply composite layup was 

chosen due to the fact that the system would reach a fully saturated state in a much 

shorter time frame than thicker composite layups. Below, Table 3 presents material 

properties gathered from the SNL/MSU/DOE database are presented for a two-ply 

composite plate manufactured using Saertex glass fabric and Momentive Epikote epoxy 

systems. 
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Table 3: Material properties from SNL/MSU/DOE database for Saertex-Hexion [0]2 
composite plate. The designations 1 and 2 represent the material directions. 

Property Value 
ϕf 0.52 
ν12c 0.27 
E1c            (GPa) 38.4 
E2c                 (GPa) 12 
UTS-1      (MPa) 863 
UTS-2      (MPa) 66.7 
UCS-1      (MPa) -583 
UCS-2      (MPa) -197 

Manufacturing Procedures 

 All samples were cut from a single unidirectional fiber composite plate, which 

was manufactured using Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM).  The 

VARTM process involves pulling a vacuum across the work piece in order to assist the 

infusion of the resin into the fabric system. Most commonly, there is a rigid mold to 

provide part geometry on one side and a thin flexible membrane, with outer atmospheric 

pressure compressing the fibers tightly against the mold, on the other. VARTM is a cost 

effective method in the production of high quality composite material parts, and 

consequently the process is very common across modern industry. One 30 x 20 inch 

unidirectional two-ply composite plate was manufactured using the VARTM method 

with all of the glass fibers at an angle of 0-degrees. 
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Figure 27: Configuration for vacuum assisted resin transfer molding process 

 
 The objective of the experiment is to test samples of both varying fiber angle and 

varying tensile stresses, therefore to begin, samples of varying fiber angles were 

prepared.  The geometric size that each sample was to be 4.5 x 0.6 inches; varying fiber 

angles were achieved by cutting the samples out of the unidirectional plate at the 

corresponding orientation. The size of the composite plate allowed for all samples to 

originate from one plate, which then minimizes variations in material properties that 

could arise in the manufacturing process. 

 Following, presented in Table 4, is a summary of all samples manufactured by 

strictly adhering to the manufacturing procedures mentioned previously. It was of much 

importance to ensure the samples were as near to identically dimensioned as possible to 

ensure a small deviation in the magnitude of applied tensile stress. 
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Table 4: Summary detailing the total number of each sample variation manufactured. 
Recall θ is the fiber angle, ϕf is the fiber volume fraction, and σx is the magnitude of the 

tensile stress applied. 

θ (deg) ϕf 

σx 
(MPa) 

no. of 
samples 

0 .52 
0 2 
18 3 
30 3 

20 .52 
0 2 
18 3 
30 3 

45 .52 
0 3 
18 3 
30 3 

90 .52 
0 2 
18 3 
30 3 

  Total: 33 
 

With only a two-ply thick plate being used concerns arise when discussing the 

method of application for the tensile stresses due to the relatively small thickness.  The 

approach chosen to achieve constant tensile stress in the samples was through using 

stainless steel compression springs. Various spring properties (spring constant and free 

length) were carefully selected in order to provide the desired tensile stress in the 

composite samples. The springs were compressed using a hydraulic press and then 

restrained at both free ends using stainless steel pins, which were inserted through drilled 

holes near each end of the samples. In order to mitigate possibilities of the failure due to 

pin pullout one-inch tabs were also adhered onto both sides at either end of the samples. 

The holes for the pins were drilled directly in the middle of the tabs, a half-inch from end 

of each sample. After accounting for the locations of the holes the length of sample being 

stressed by the spring was calculated to be 3.5 inches. Through knowing the cross 
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sectional area of the composite sample, the distance between the drilled holes, and 

various spring parameters the resulting tensile stress a given spring will provide the 

sample can be estimated with reasonable accuracy.  

 

 
Figure 28. A completed composite sample as well as the springs used to provide the 

tensile stress to the sample. Note, at the right the PVC section is used to mitigate out of 
axis bending of sample as the spring has a large length.  

Weight Gain Measurements 

 The stressed composite samples were submersed in water which was held in an 

oven at an elevated temperature of 50°C until a fully saturated state of the sample was 

achieved.  Again, this elevated temperature expedites the diffusion process while leaving 

the maximum moisture concentration level of the system unaltered. 

Establishing a consistent methodology of measuring the weight gain of the 

samples throughout the saturation process was of utmost importance. Initially, the dry 

weights of all the samples (without springs) were recorded; the springs were then pressed 

onto the samples and placed into the water bath.  In order to take weight gain 

measurements, the stressed samples were removed from the water and using the 
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hydraulic press the springs were removed. The composite samples were then dabbed dry 

using a microfiber cloth, being careful to not leave any residual contaminants that may 

skew the resulting weight gain measurements. The samples were then allowed to dry for 

an hour to allow the majority of the surface moisture to evaporate off; the purpose of this 

drying period is to minimize weight gains from sources not related to diffusion.  The 

samples were then individually weighed on a scale, which was accurate to 0.0001 grams. 

Finally, the compression springs were once again pressed around the samples to re-

initiate the tensile stress and placed back into the water bath to continue the saturation 

process. This process was rigorously followed for each weight gain measurement 

throughout the entire saturation process. 

In order to accurately recreate the linear portion of the Fickian diffusion curve 

weight gain measurements were taken at frequent time intervals throughout the early 

stages of the soaking process. Once the moisture uptake curves began to visibly level off 

near the maximum moisture content level measurements at less frequent time intervals 

were taken. The samples were removed from the water bath and the springs removed 

from around the samples once a satisfactory level of saturation was reached. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Overview 

The proposed theoretical model for the moisture diffusion parameters in stressed 

unidirectional composites was experimentally examined for a wide variety of composite 

samples encompassing differing fiber angle and tensile loadings.  In addition, the results 

obtained from the finite element models were compared to both the results found through 

experimentation and those calculated using theoretical models. The two primary 

quantities, which were investigated, were the maximum moisture content and the 

diffusivity. 

The prepared composite samples asymptotically approached their corresponding 

maximum moisture content level following Fickian diffusion principles.  The moisture 

uptake curves exhibited initially linear portions of the curves before reaching a level of 

full saturation, which was dictated by both the fiber angle and magnitude of tensile 

loading applied to the sample. Overall, the collected weight gain data provided a solid 

representation of the expected Fickian diffusion curves, providing a good platform on 

which to undertake the calculations required to find the desired moisture uptake 

parameters. The experimental results found good agreement with the proposed theoretical 

model as well as the results obtained from the finite element model. Figure 29 presents 

the entirety of the collected weight gain data, where each data point represents the 

average weight gain for that particular fiber angle and stress level at the specified time. 
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Figure 29. Experimental average moisture gain curves for all samples considered. Note 

the dashed lines represent extrapolated data due to sample fracture of the 45 and 90-
degree 30 MPa samples. 

Summary of Results 

Maximum Moisture Content 

 The first diffusion parameter that will be investigated is the maximum moisture 

content.  There are numerous combinations of fiber angle and tensile loading which have 

been presented in Figure 29.  In order to gain a clear understanding and develop trends 

the data will be grouped first by loading level and then separated by fiber angle. Again, it 

should be noted that each data point represents an average of all samples of that particular 

loading level and fiber angle. 
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Figure 30. Experimental average weight gain curves for the 0 MPa samples. 

 
 

The unstressed sample grouping is presented in Figure 30. The weight gain curve 

for all fiber angles followed nearly identical uptake profiles, as to be expected. All 

unstressed samples reached very similar maximum moisture contents, around 0.965%, 

regardless of fiber angle. As the primary focus of this study is to determine the effects of 

tensile stresses on the moisture diffusion parameters of the composite samples a control 

term should be established to serve as a baseline for comparative purposes to the stressed 

states. Now that it has been experimentally verified that all unstressed samples, regardless 

of fiber angle, exhibit nearly identical moisture uptake behaviors a control term can now 

be established as an average of all of the unstressed samples. The moisture diffusion 

parameters observed for the stressed states will be directly compared to this newly 

founded control curve. 
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Figure 31. Experimental average weight gain curves for the 18 MPa samples. The control 

curve is an average of all fiber angles of the 0 MPa samples shown in Figure 30. 
 
 

The 18 MPa sample grouping is presented in Figure 31. As expected, there is a 

certain degree of apparent separation between the weight gain curves throughout the fiber 

angle spectrum. The 18 MPa samples at a fiber angle of 0-degrees experience little to no 

variation from the control sample set, the degree of change seen increases with increasing 

fiber angle, where the largest change observed occurs at a fiber angle of 90-degrees. This 

reinforces the volume strain formulations presented earlier, and makes arithmetical sense 

when examining the form given by equation ( 39 ). Additionally, it is observed that the 

initial slope of the uptake curves, which is directly proportional to the diffusivity of the 

sample, also vary to a significant degree. The issue of the variation in sample diffusivity 

will be discussed in further detail at a later point in the results sections. 
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Figure 32. Experimental average weight gain curves for the 30 MPa samples. The control 
curve is an average of all fiber angles of the 0 MPa samples shown in Figure 30. Note the 
dashed lines represent extrapolated data due to sample fracture of the 45 and 90-degree 

samples. 
 
 

The 30 MPa sample grouping is presented in Figure 32. The form which the 

weight gain curves exhibits similarities to the 18 MPa grouping, though the maximum 

moisture content has increased to a greater degree with the 90-degree samples 

approaching 1.4% maximum moisture content versus about 1.15% for the 90-degree 18 

MPa samples. The 0-degree samples experience negligible variations from that of the 

control sample set, which aligns with what was documented in the 18 MPa sample set. 

All of the 45 and 90 degree samples loaded at 30 MPa did fracture prior to full 

saturation being achieved, the weight gain data was extrapolated from the last useable 

weight gain measurement recorded (denoted as dotted lines in the plot above). The 

fracture was unexpected, as the samples were loaded far below their ultimate tensile 

strengths, which according the SNL/MSU/DOE Composite Material Fatigue Database is 

documented as being around 60 MPa. It appears as though the combination of elevated 
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immersion temperature and prolonged tensile loading had detrimental effects upon the 

structural integrity of the samples, with the mechanical strength of the composite being 

significantly degraded. There was noticeable cracking that had propagated throughout the 

epoxy resin, shown below in Figure 33 - Figure 35. The 90-degree sample in particular 

underwent the greatest severity of degradation and is noticeably fragile, especially with 

regards to bending. 

 
Figure 33. Fractured 45 and 90-degree 30 MPa samples alongside unstressed control 

samples demonstrating the severity of cracking seen within the structure of the samples. 
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Figure 34. 45-degree 0 MPa control sample alongside 30 MPa fractured sample detailing 

cracking in the epoxy. 

 

 
Figure 35. 90-degree 0 MPa sample alongside 30 MPa fractured sample detatiling 

cracking in the epoxy. 
 
 

Below, Table 5 provides a comprehensive summary of all experimental maximum 

moisture content values as well as comparisons to values found through using ANSYS as 

well as those calculated purely using equation ( 41 ). Notice the ANSYS values and the 

calculated values are generally similar in magnitude, which is to be expected as the 

maximum moisture content is calculated using the same relationship for each case. 
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Overall, the experimental values match both the ANSYS and calculated values relatively 

well. The percent error between the experimental maximum moisture content values and 

both the ANSYS and calculated terms are presented in Table 6. The largest departure 

from the experimental values is seen in the 90-degree samples loaded at 30 MPa with a 

percent error of nearly 16 percent. Though, the experimental data for this particular 

sample set was extrapolated to the maximum moisture values, as the samples did fracture 

before full saturation was achieved. There does not appear to be a recognizable pattern in 

the relative magnitude of percent errors for the sample sets. 

 
Table 5: Experimental, finite element model, and calculated values for the maximum 

moisture content level. Note the experimental values are presented as an average of all 
samples of that fiber angle, fiber volume fraction, and stress level. 

  σx M∞  (%) 
θ(deg) ϕf (MPa) Experimental ANSYS Calculated 

0 .52 
0 0.9692 1.0652 1.0652 

18 0.9453 1.0703 1.0676 
30 0.9758 1.0720 1.0718 

20 .52 
0 0.9466 1.0651 1.0652 

18 1.0235 1.0773 1.0776 
30 1.1510 1.0850 1.0852 

45 .52 
0 0.9559 1.0652 1.0652 

18 1.0644 1.1031 1.1027 
30 1.2523** 1.1354 1.1349 

90 .52 
0 1.0102 1.0652 1.0652 

18 1.1246 1.1363 1.1358 
30 1.4057** 1.1836 1.1829 

** Note: The 30 MPa samples for both the 45 and 90-degree fiber angles fractured during 
the soaking process, maximum moisture content was extrapolated from existing weight 
values taken before sample fracture occurred. 
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Table 6: Percent error from experimental maximum moisture content data 
 σx Percent Error (%) 

θ(deg) (MPa) ANSYS Calculated 

0 
0 9.91 9.91 

18 13.22 12.94 
30 9.86 9.84 

20 
0 12.52 12.53 

18 5.26 5.29 
30 -5.73 -5.72 

45 
0 11.43 11.43 

18 3.64 3.60 
30 -9.33 -9.37 

90 
0 5.44 5.44 

18 1.04 1.00 
30 -15.80 -15.85 

Diffusivity 

 As previously noted, the diffusivity of the samples also varies to a significant 

degree between the various combinations of tensile loading and fiber angle. Recall, the 

diffusivity of any given material system is directly proportional to the slope of the 

initially linear portion of the moisture uptake curve. In order to gain a clear understanding 

of this relationship Figure 36 - Figure 40 present the initial uptake portions (time = 0 

hours to time = 200 hours) for each set of fiber angles, separated by magnitude of tensile 

loading. 
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Figure 36. Initial linear portion of all moisture uptake curves, showing the relative 

changes in diffusivity between fiber angles and tensile loading. Where steeper slope 
represents a higher value of diffusivity. 

 
 

Figure 36 presents the initial portions of the moisture uptake curves for the entire 

sample set, where the tensile loading is noted at the right. The 90-degree samples loaded 

to 30 MPa had the steepest uptake slope; this is to be expected, as it is both the largest 

tensile loading step as well as largest fiber angle. Conversely, there are a number of 

samples that occupy the bottom portion of the plot.  These are constituted of all of the 0 

MPa and 0-degree samples. It should be noted that 0-degree fiber angles and all three 

tensile loading levels are slightly lower than the 0 MPa counterparts at higher fiber 

angles. 
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Figure 37. Initial linear portion of the moisture uptake curves for the 0-degree samples at 

all three magnitudes of applied tensile stress. 
 
 

 
Figure 38. Initial linear portion of the moisture uptake curves for the 20-degree samples 

at all three magnitudes of applied tensile stress. 
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Figure 39. Initial linear portion of the moisture uptake curves for the 45-degree samples 

at all three magnitudes of applied tensile stress. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 40. Initial linear portion of the moisture uptake curves for the 90-degree samples 

at all three magnitudes of applied tensile stress. 
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 Figure 37- Figure 40 present the initial portions of the moisture uptake curves for 

fiber angles 0, 20, 45, and 90-degrees respectively. It is seen that the slopes, and therefore 

the diffusivities, of the 0-degree samples are very nearly identical, while the largest 

diffusivity value (steepest slope) is seen in the 30 MPa, 90-degree samples. Upon further 

investigation it can be noted that diffusivity increases to a larger degree as the fiber angle 

increases, which leads to the 90-degree samples having the largest degree of change seen 

in diffusivity values. Furthermore, it is again worth noting that slope of the 0-degree 

samples are slightly lower that the 0 MPa counterparts at other fiber angles, which is not 

perfectly captured in the mathematical formulation presented previously. 

Table 7 provides a similar summary for the diffusivity values. The ANSYS 

diffusivity values were calculated by first reproducing the moisture uptake curve using 

moisture content and time values obtained in ANSYS using equation ( 47 ), then through 

applying equation ( 17 ) the diffusivity was calculated. While the calculated values were 

found directly using the relationship for diffusivity of a unidirectional fiber composite 

plate presented in equation ( 23 ). This is due to the fact that the ANSYS program was set 

up to calculate the diffusivity separately for each direction, using equation ( 22 ), rather 

than combing the three into one representation. This accounts for the slight disparity seen 

between the two values. The percent error between the experimental values and both the 

ANSYS and calculated terms are presented in Table 8. The largest departure from the 

experimental values was seen in the 20-degree samples loaded to 30 MPa. Again, there 

does not seem to be a discernible pattern in magnitude of errors for the sample sets. 
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Table 7: Experimental, finite element model, and calculated values for the diffusion 
coefficient. Note the experimental values are presented as an average of all samples of 

that fiber angle, fiber volume fraction, and stress level. 
  σx D (mm2/hour) * 10-2 

θ(deg) ϕf (MPa) Experimental ANSYS Calculated 

0 .52 
0 0.1073 0.1046 0.1076 

18 0.1156 0.1118 0.1075 
30 0.1120 0.1132 0.1074 

20 .52 
0 0.1250 0.1197 0.1134 

18 0.1374 0.1296 0.1366 
30 0.1813 0.1619 0.1559 

45 .52 
0 0.1237 0.1187 0.1211 

18 0.1444 0.1429 0.1482 
30 0.1911 0.1691 0.1743 

90 .52 
0 0.1195 0.1151 0.1177 

18 0.1705 0.1631 0.1699 
30 0.2132 0.1977 0.1987 

 
 

Table 8: Percent error from experimental diffusivity data 
 σx Percent Error (%) 

θ(deg) (MPa) ANSYS Calculated 

0 
0 -2.52 0.28 

18 -3.29 -7.01 
30 1.07 -4.11 

20 
0 -4.24 -9.28 

18 -5.68 -0.58 
30 -10.70 -14.01 

45 
0 -4.04 -2.10 

18 -1.04 2.63 
30 -11.51 -8.79 

90 
0 -3.68 -1.51 

18 -4.34 -0.35 
30 -7.27 -6.80 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 This investigation sought to gain further insight into the effects of tensile stresses 

on the moisture diffusion parameters of fiber reinforced polymer composite materials. A 

model was presented that attributed the changes in moisture diffusion parameters to 

changes in the free volume of the matrix material, which is equal to the volume strain. 

Through the use of laminate plate theory a formulation for the volumetric strain of the 

matrix was found; this formulation was in terms of fiber volume fraction of the 

composite, magnitude of applied stress, fiber angle, as well as a number of elastic 

constants of the constituents.  

 Additionally, both two and three dimensional finite element models were 

developed using the ANSYS finite element analysis package. This FEA model utilized a 

mathematical analogy between thermal and mass diffusion in order to fully model the 

moisture diffusion process in the system. The model calculated diffusivities in the x, y, 

and z directions of the composite from the input parameters and ran through time steps 

until full saturation as obtained. 

 Results for maximum moisture content and diffusivity demonstrated good 

agreement between calculated values, values obtained from ANSYS, and experimental 

data. It was found that at a fiber angle of 0-degrees the diffusion parameters remain 

relatively unchanged with applied tensile stresses. Conversely, at a fiber angle of 90-

degress significant changes in the diffusion parameters were observed in the samples. 

These trends were adequately captured in the mathematical formulation presented. 
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In general, the model overestimates maximum moisture content and under 

estimates diffusivity values, through the largest departures at still within about 15% of the 

recorded values. The experimental values could be varying from the model values due to 

the averaging scheme used in distributing the loads to the matrix material. With a more 

precise method for determining what percentage of the tensile loading is transferred to 

the matrix the relative accuracy of the proposed model would increase. The averaging 

scheme chosen for use was the rule of mixtures, which holds merits for many 

applications and is the easiest to apply but is not necessarily the most accurate scheme 

available. 

Future Work 

All 45 and 90-degree samples loaded to 30 MPa unexpectedly fractured prior to 

achieving full saturation. It appears that the combination of elevated immersion 

temperature and prolonged tensile loading caused severe mechanical degradation to 

rapidly occur. Moreover, there were numerous large and apparent cracks that had formed 

within the material. It is documented that mechanical degradation occurs in samples once 

immersed, but the magnitude of this degradation is commonly recoded as only being to 

roughly 85% of initial strength, whereas the samples that have fractured while 

undertaking this study failed far below that expected strength threshold. It appears as 

though immersion, in combination with tensile loading, leads to an accelerated state of 

mechanical degradation and crack growth along the fiber matrix interface. Further work 
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is needed to classify the degradation and damage initiation mechanisms occurring in the 

system. 

 The methods presented in this study can be expanded to full laminate systems, 

where fiber angles can vary between different laminas throughout the composite material. 

In order to accurately recreate the moisture diffusion process into laminate composite 

systems the interlaminar stresses that develop due to moisture expansion will need to be 

accounted for. This introduces another level of complexity to the formulations presented, 

as the internal stresses should also have a measureable effect on the diffusion parameters 

of the resin. 

 Additionally, it would be beneficial to expand the finite element model to include 

non-flat plate geometries (water turbine blade profiles e.g.). The ability to model the 

diffusion process in these kinds of geometries, in conjunction with the ability to model 

the system stresses would provide the engineer with an invaluable tool for use in 

structural design. The finite element model could also be expanded to include swelling 

and interlaminar stresses (as stated above); this could be achieved through using the same 

thermal-moisture analogy where thermal expansion would replace moisture expansion 

terms. This would further increase the accuracy of the model.  
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!!! 2D Analysis !!! 
finish 
/clear 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! Note this performs a thermal analysis!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! Parallels to Temperature Diffusion Analysis!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!(Temperature : Moisture Concentration)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!(Thermal conductivity : Diffusion Coefficent)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! User defined Constants !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
S = 18     ! Applied Tensile Stress (MPa)    
vf = .52    ! Fiber Volume Fraction     
theta = 90    ! Fiber angel (degree)      
Em = 30000    ! Modulus of matrix (MPa)     
E1c = 38400    ! Modulus of composite (MPa)    
E2c = 12000    ! Modulus of composite (MPa)    
v = .35     ! Poisson's of matrix      
v12c = .27    ! Poisson's of composite     
v23c = .19    ! Poisson's of composite     
Minf_m = .0282   ! Maximum Moisture content matrix    
Dm = .002    ! Diffusion Coefficent matrix (mm^2/hr)        
pw = 1     ! Density of Water (g/cm^3)     
pm = 1.19    ! Density of Matrix (g/cm^3)    
pf = 1.81    ! Density of Fiber (g/cm^3)     
w = 15.24    ! Width of sample      
h = 1.5875    ! Height of sample      
L = 88.9    ! Length of sample      
t = 2000    ! Ending time for the calculation (hours)   
tstep = 50             ! Size of time step for iterations (hours)        
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! Non-User defined Constants !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
*afun,deg            
vm = 1-vf            
pc = pf*vf+pm*vm           
E1f = (E1c-Em*vm)/vf    ! Modulus of fiber  
v12f = (v12c-v*vm)/vf    ! Possions of fiber    
Minf_0 = Minf_m*vm*pm/pc   ! Unstressed max moisutre content  
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vfo = Minf_0*pm/pw     ! Unstressed Free Volume   
D1 = vm*Dm      ! Diffusivity in fiber direction   
D2 = (1-2*(vf/3.1415927)**.5)*Dm   ! Diffusivity trasverse fiber direction  
Dx0 = D2*cos(theta)**2 + D1*sin(theta)**2 ! Unstressed Diff. x-dir of plate  
Dy0 = D2      ! Unstressed Diff. y-dir of plate  
Dz0 = D1*cos(theta)**2 + D2*sin(theta)**2  ! Unstressed Diff. z-dir of plate  
deltaVm = S*((cos(theta)**2)*((1-2*v12c)/E1c - vf*((1-2*v12f)/E1c))+(sin(theta)**2) 
*(((1/E2c)-(v12c/E1c)-(v23c/E2c))-vf*(v12f/E1f))) ! Volume Strain in matrix   
vfs = vfo + deltaVm/vm    ! Stressed free volume    
Minf = Minf_0 + deltaVm*pw/pc   ! Stressed Maximum moisture 
content (%) 
Dxs = Dx0*exp(.034/vm*(1/vfo-1/vfs))  ! Stressed Diffusivity x-dir   
Dys = Dy0*exp(.034/vm*(1/vfo-1/vfs))  ! Stressed Diffusivity y-dir   
Dzs = Dz0*exp(.034/vm*(1/vfo-1/vfs))  ! Stressed Diffusivity z-dir   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
/prep7 
antype,trans 
 
et,1,plane55 
mp,kxx,1,Dxs*Minf  ! Diffusion Coefficient D, X-direction (width direction) 
mp,kyy,1,Dys*Minf  ! Y-direction (thickness direction) 
mp,kzz,1,Dzs*Minf 
mp,dens,1,1 
mp,c,1,Minf 
 
k,1,0,0 
k,2,W,0 
k,3,W,h 
k,4,0,h 
l,1,2 
l,2,3 
l,3,4 
l,4,1  
allsel 
al,all,1 
 
lsel,s,,,1,3,2 
lesize,all,,,200 
allsel 
lsel,s,,,2,4,2 
lesize,all,,,30 
amesh,all 
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allsel 
tunif,0     ! Initial Moisture Content (unsoaked = 0%) 
dl,all,,temp,1   ! Maximum Moisture Content saturation ratio M/M-infinity 
(exposed on all edges) 
finish 
 
/solu 
deltim,tstep,0,0  
outres,all,all 
autots,0 
TIME,t 
solve 
 
/post1 
PLNSOL,TEMP,,0 
 
ETABLE,diffusion,TEMP 
SSUM 
*GET,numele,elem,0,COUNT 
*GET,total,ssum,0,item,diffusion 
*GET,numnode,node,0,count 
*SET,massuptake,total/numele 
 
/post26 
!nsel,s,loc,x,w/2 
!nsel,r,loc,y,h/2 
NSOL,2,3346,TEMP,,mid_saturation  
XVAR,1   
PLVAR,2 
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!!! 3D Analysis !!! 
finish 
/clear 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! Note this performs a thermal analysis!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! Parallels to Temperature Diffusion Analysis!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!(Temperature : Moisture Concentration)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!(Thermal conductivity : Diffusion Coefficent)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! User defined Constants !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
S = 18     ! Applied Tensile Stress (MPa)    
vf = .52    ! Fiber Volume Fraction     
theta = 90    ! Fiber angel (degree)      
Em = 30000    ! Modulus of matrix (MPa)     
E1c = 38400    ! Modulus of composite (MPa)    
E2c = 12000    ! Modulus of composite (MPa)    
v = .35     ! Poisson's of matrix      
v12c = .27    ! Poisson's of composite     
v23c = .19    ! Poisson's of composite     
Minf_m = .0282   ! Maximum Moisture content matrix    
Dm = .002    ! Diffusion Coefficent matrix (mm^2/hr)        
pw = 1     ! Density of Water (g/cm^3)     
pm = 1.19    ! Density of Matrix (g/cm^3)    
pf = 1.81    ! Density of Fiber (g/cm^3)     
w = 15.24    ! Width of sample      
h = 1.5875    ! Height of sample      
L = 88.9    ! Length of sample      
t = 1500    ! Ending time for the calculation (hours)   
tstep = 50             ! Size of time step for iterations (hours)        
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!! Non-User defined Constants !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
*afun,deg            
vm = 1-vf            
pc = pf*vf+pm*vm           
E1f = (E1c-Em*vm)/vf    ! Modulus of fiber  
v12f = (v12c-v*vm)/vf    ! Possions of fiber   
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Minf_0 = Minf_m*vm*pm/pc   ! Unstressed max moisutre content  
vfo = Minf_0*pm/pw     ! Unstressed Free Volume   
D1 = vm*Dm      ! Diffusivity in fiber direction   
D2 = (1-2*(vf/3.1415927)**.5)*Dm   ! Diffusivity trasverse fiber direction  
Dx0 = D2*cos(theta)**2 + D1*sin(theta)**2 ! Unstressed Diff. x-dir of plate  
Dy0 = D2      ! Unstressed Diff. y-dir of plate  
Dz0 = D1*cos(theta)**2 + D2*sin(theta)**2  ! Unstressed Diff. z-dir of plate  
deltaVm = S*((cos(theta)**2)*((1-2*v12c)/E1c - vf*((1-2*v12f)/E1c))+(sin(theta)**2) 
*(((1/E2c)-(v12c/E1c)-(v23c/E2c))-vf*(v12f/E1f))) ! Volume Strain in matrix   
vfs = vfo + deltaVm/vm    ! Stressed free volume    
Minf = Minf_0 + deltaVm*pw/pc   ! Stressed Maximum moisture 
content (%) 
Dxs = Dx0*exp(.034/vm*(1/vfo-1/vfs))  ! Stressed Diffusivity x-dir   
Dys = Dy0*exp(.034/vm*(1/vfo-1/vfs))  ! Stressed Diffusivity y-dir   
Dzs = Dz0*exp(.034/vm*(1/vfo-1/vfs))  ! Stressed Diffusivity z-dir   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
/prep7 
antype,trans 
 
et,1,solid70 
mp,kxx,1,Dxs*Minf  ! Diffusion Coefficient D, X-direction (width direction) 
mp,kyy,1,Dys*Minf  ! Y-direction (thickness direction) 
mp,kzz,1,Dzs*Minf 
mp,dens,1,1 
mp,c,1,Minf 
 
k,1,0,0 
k,2,W/2,0 
k,3,W/2,h/2 
k,4,0,h/2 
a,1,2,3,4 
voffst,1,L/2 
 
lesize,1,,,30 
lesize,4,,,10 
lesize,12,,,100 
vmesh,all 
 
tunif,0     ! Initial Moisture Content (unsoaked = 0%) 
dA,1,all,1    ! Final Moisture Content M-infinity along exposed 
edges 
dA,5,all,1 
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dA,6,all,1 
 
finish 
 
/solu 
deltim,tstep,0,0   
outres,erase 
outres,all,1 
autots,0 
TIME,t 
solve 
 
/post1 
PLNSOL,TEMP,, 0 
 
ETABLE,diffusion,TEMP 
SSUM 
*GET,numele,elem,0,COUNT 
*GET,total,ssum,0,item,diffusion 
*SET,massuptake,total/numele 
 


